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Dan Protopopescu - Multipole Analysis of the Delta0(1232) in 3He 
Committee:Kyungseon Joo (Chair), Mike Vineyard, Mike Wood
ongoing; no change since last meeting.

Hovhannes Baghdasaryan - 3He(e,e'pp)n Analysis
Committee:Mike Vineyard (Chair), Dan Protopopescu, Steffen Strauch
ongoing.

Alex Vlasov – CAN: Source size measurements in the eHe -> e'pΛ X reaction.
Committee: Larry Weinstein (chair), Pavel Degtyarenko, Yordanka Ilieva
ongoing; waiting on response by the authors to the first round of reviewers comments.

Mikhail Osipenko, G. Ricco, S.Simula, M.Battaglieri, R. DeVita, M. Ripani, M. Taiuti, M. Anghinolfi –
 CAN: Moments of the nucleon structure function F2 with CLAS: Part III – nuclear target.
Committee: Mike Dugger (chair), Tony Forest, Rakhsha Nasseripour
Approved.

* If you want to modify this list send email to gilfoyle@jlab.org
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M.Wood, R. Nasseripour, D.Weygand, C.Djalali - CAN: Absorption of the Omega and Phi 
Mesons from the g7a data set.
Committee: Maurik Holtrop (chair), Pawel Nadel-Turonski, Igor Strakovsky.
ongoing; second round of reviewers responses nearly complete.

K. Hafidi et al. - CAN:Color Transparency in eg2
Committee: Hovanes Egiyan (chair), Mike Wood, Stepan Stepanyan
ongoing; response to first round of reviewers comments nearly complete.

* If you want to modify this list send email to gilfoyle@jlab.org



Coherence length lc = 2ν/(M2 + Q2 )

Detected particles are : 
scattered electron and the
 π+ and π- from ρ0 decay e + N → e’ + N + ρ0

M is the mass of the vector meson

Search for the onset of CT in ρSearch for the onset of CT in ρ00 electroproduction off nuclei electroproduction off nuclei

L. El FassiL. El Fassi, K. Hafidi,  B. Mustapha , K. Hafidi,  B. Mustapha 



L. Frankfurt, G. A. Miller and M. Strikman, 
Phys. Rev. C78 (2008) 015208 

Q2 slope for C: (0.034 ±0.025)

Q2 slope for N (HERMES)
(0.089 ±0.05) 

Kopeliovich model 
N (0.048 GeV−2)

Q2 slope for Fe: 
0.043 ±0.008GeV−2 

T ≈ σ0Aα/Aσ0

   ≈ Aα-1

Status: Response by authors to first round of 
reviewers comments is about to be sent out.



    

Nuclear Structure Function Moments With CLASNuclear Structure Function Moments With CLAS

M. Osipenko, G. Ricco, and  S. Simula

Structure functions agree 
with world data and at 
different beam energies. 
CLAS data dramatically 
increase kinematical 
coverage.

Carbon targetCarbon target

Green – 2.261 GeV

Red – 1.61 GeV

Status: Review 
completed and going 
to the ad hoc phase.



  Source Size Measurements in the Source Size Measurements in the 
ee3,43,4HeHe→→e'pe'pΛΛX ReactionX Reaction

A.V. Stavinsky, B. Kerbikov, R. Lednicky, A.V. Stavinsky, B. Kerbikov, R. Lednicky, K.Mikhailov, A.Vlassov K.Mikhailov, A.Vlassov 

Final 3He+4He
correlation functions

Scattering length and 
effective range 
calculation by Lednicky, 
Lyuboshitz, Sov. J. Nucl. 
Phys. 35, 770 (1982).

Corrected for (1) long-range correlations, (2) close-track efficiencies, and (3) direct components.

Status: Authors are working on response to 
first round of reviewers comments.

•narrow structure in the correlation function at small relative momenta.narrow structure in the correlation function at small relative momenta.

•  p-p-ππ-- pairs in the region M pairs in the region M
ppππ-- = M = M

ΛΛ are correlated. are correlated.

•source size for strangeness production is consistent semi-inclusive two-source size for strangeness production is consistent semi-inclusive two-
proton production reaction.proton production reaction.

•proton-lambda correlation function is compatible with P-matrix fit of the proton-lambda correlation function is compatible with P-matrix fit of the 
hyperon-nucleon data.hyperon-nucleon data.

•small relative momentum correlations for electroproduction on He targets small relative momentum correlations for electroproduction on He targets 
was studied for the first time.was studied for the first time.



 By plotting the nuclear forward production σ vs A, one can 
determine

1) 1. Normalization => single nucleon forward cross sections.
2) 2. Shape or A-dependence => forward V-N scattering amplitude fVN

 Mined the g7a data:
• 1. Experiment E01-112.
• 2. Photon beam with energy from threshold to 3.8 GeV.
• 3. Segmented target with 2H, 12C, 48Ti, 56Fe, and 208Pb materials.
     4. Detected the e+e- decay of ρ, ω, and φ mesons.

Analysis:
     1. Extract yields by global fit to mass spectra with realistic BUU simulations.
• 2. Check yield extraction with local fit to the φ peak.
• 3. Determine σA/σD vs target A and fit with theoretical model.
• 4. Estimate systematic errors.
• 5. Fit σA/σD vs A and determine σVN and fVN.

Absorption of the Absorption of the ωω and  and φφ Mesons in Nuclei Mesons in Nuclei

M. Wood, R. Nasseripour, C. Dijali, and D. Weygand

Status: Reviewers are completing second round response to recent changes by the authors.



E2b Analysis of Short Range CorrelationsE2b Analysis of Short Range Correlations
H. Baghdasaryan and L. WeinsteinH. Baghdasaryan and L. Weinstein

e+3He→e’pp+X 

Status: Ongoing, authors are
responding to reviewers 
comments.

Laget calculation works well for kinematics (1) when dominated by Final State Interactions.

Ratio of pp to pn pairs is sensitiveRatio of pp to pn pairs is sensitive
to total momentum distribution of to total momentum distribution of 
the spectator pair in kinematics (2). the spectator pair in kinematics (2). 
At low total momentum results are At low total momentum results are 
consistent with previous consistent with previous 
measurements, but at high measurements, but at high 
pptottot > 200 MeV/c, the increasing  > 200 MeV/c, the increasing 

ratio indicates the importance of  ratio indicates the importance of  
d-wave contributions or possible d-wave contributions or possible 
3-nucleon SRC3-nucleon SRC..

1. NN short-range correlations (SRC) are a valuable tool to study cold, dense1. NN short-range correlations (SRC) are a valuable tool to study cold, dense
    nuclear matter.    nuclear matter.
2. SRC measured in CLAS using the  2. SRC measured in CLAS using the  33He(e, e′pp)n reaction.He(e, e′pp)n reaction.
3. 3. Two sets of kinematics: (1) two active protons and spectator neutron and (2)Two sets of kinematics: (1) two active protons and spectator neutron and (2)
    one active nucleon and remaining pair are spectators.    one active nucleon and remaining pair are spectators.
4. 4. Measured relative momentum of spectator pp and pn pairs up to pMeasured relative momentum of spectator pp and pn pairs up to p

relrel
 = 600 = 600

    MeV/c.    MeV/c.



1. Study transitions of quasi-free neutrons to the  Δ1. Study transitions of quasi-free neutrons to the  Δ00(1232) using the(1232) using the  33He(e,e'pHe(e,e'pππ--)2p reaction.)2p reaction.

2. Measure the angular distributions of the decay products to extract the multipole moments.2. Measure the angular distributions of the decay products to extract the multipole moments.

3. Kinematics: 0.1 GeV3. Kinematics: 0.1 GeV22 < Q < Q22 < 0.4 GeV < 0.4 GeV22..

4. Extracted4. Extracted magnetic dipole (M1) and the interference  magnetic dipole (M1) and the interference 
    from the electric quadrupole (E2) and Coulomb     from the electric quadrupole (E2) and Coulomb 
    quadrupole (C2).    quadrupole (C2).

5. Values of the multipole ratios REM and RSM were 5. Values of the multipole ratios REM and RSM were 
    determined for the first time on a quasi-free neutron     determined for the first time on a quasi-free neutron 
    target in a     target in a 33He nucleus.He nucleus.

6. Comparisons with existing 'free' neutron theoretical 6. Comparisons with existing 'free' neutron theoretical 
    models show large differences between the current     models show large differences between the current 
    models and the data.    models and the data.

Multipole Analysis of Multipole Analysis of ΔΔ00(1232) in (1232) in 33HeHe
J.Donnelly,J.Donnelly,  D. Protopopescu and D. IrelandD. Protopopescu and D. Ireland

Status:Status:

1. Limited progress in the last year.1. Limited progress in the last year.
2. Ambiguities of fitting procedure require more study.2. Ambiguities of fitting procedure require more study.
3. Considering resubmitting with final results for cross sections and leave the multipole3. Considering resubmitting with final results for cross sections and leave the multipole
    analysis for later.    analysis for later.

Multipole Analysis of Multipole Analysis of ΔΔ00(1232) in (1232) in 33HeHe
J.Donnelly,J.Donnelly,  D. Protopopescu and D. IrelandD. Protopopescu and D. Ireland

Differential cross sections plotted versus Differential cross sections plotted versus φφππ
** for  for 

QQ22 = 0.35 GeV = 0.35 GeV22..


